
GO HOME AND WRITE A PAGE TONIGHT PATTERN

The teacher tells the speaker to go home and write a page tonight; this page He begins by writing that he is twenty-two,
"colored," and born and York, a pattern that traces the Great Migration of African Americans from their.

The speaker writes that his page will be a part of his white instructor and a part of himself, since he is a part of
the instructor â€” "That's American. As critics have shown, an exact start date for the Harlem Renaissance is
difficult, if not impossible, to discern. This is my page for English B. After graduating from high school in
Cleveland, Ohio, he spent a little over a year in Mexico with his father before attending Columbia University.
He writes that he is the only "colored" student in his class. The call for intuitive self-expression, derived from
a rigid separation between self and other, writing and reality, black and white, comes completely unraveled by
the end. Harlem was not the only such area, but for the development of African-American culture and art, it
was clearly the most influential. The narrator, who wonders if his homework assignment is really simple,
poses his question in a poem that seems to answer itâ€” the question comes from the midst of an
uncomplicated bunch of words. Relative to these earlier traditions, bebop is a difficult style of
musicâ€”difficult to master as a musician, difficult to dance or hum along with, and difficult to listen to.
Stylistically, the piece is a dramatic monologue in the voice of an African-American student at Columbia
University , where Hughes himself spent a dissatisfying period during the early s , and it utilizes the
superficially simplistic rhymes for which Hughes had become famous. By the time his first book of poems
was published, when he was just twenty-four years old, Hughes had already worked in a number of
venuesâ€”from driving trucks, to waiting tables, to working on board the SS Malone as a seaman. Hughes was
born in Joplin, Missouri, in to James Nathaniel, a businessman, lawyer, and rancher, and Carrie Mercer
Langston, a school-teacher. Ragtime had already taken over as one of the most popular kinds of music
nationwide, and musicians such as James Reese Europe , Duke Ellington , and Fats Waller further developed
and expanded the music of African-American New York and Harlem. Critical Overview Scholars and critics
today generally agree that the work of Langston Hughes exhibits a tremendous experimental force, one that
derives its importance not simply from the influence it has had on other writers particularly those working to
integrate poetic discourse with more generally popular forms of expression, such as jazz or vernacular speech ,
but from the firm foundation it has provided later twentieth-century, African-American literary and artistic
cultures. Lines 2 through 5 embody that quote and each of these lines holds to a basic iambic patternâ€”one
unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable. This was a common occurrence during the Jim Crow era,
because African Americans had more difficulty gaining entrance into elite schools than their white peers. The
Crisis was under the general editorship of W. Rather than observing strict beat or sound patterns, Hughes
favors musical phrases that use pattern as a springboard, rather than a limit: he prefers the melody to the
metronome. I wonder if it's that simple? And it was this period as well that spurred the events of the Civil
Rights Movement in the late s and s, when the question of racial discrimination gained long overdue national
attention. Langston Hughes came to artistic prominence during the Harlem Renaissance , an explosive period
of innovative creative expression in the New York African-American community in the early-twentieth
century. Around , bop albums were profitably produced, and the New York City jazz scene moved downtown
to 52nd Street. The steps from the hill lead down into Harlem, through a park, then I cross St. But I guess I'm
what I feel and see and hear, Harlem, I hear you: hear you, hear meâ€”we twoâ€”you, me, talk on this page.
Sometimes perhaps you don't want to be a part of me. A scholar of modern American literature , her articles
have appeared in academic journals and various periodicals. Other key writers include Jean Toomer whose
Cane defies clear generic categorization, moving between poetry, prose, and drama in its pages , poets
Gwendolyn Bennett and Arna Bontemps , novelist Nella Larsen , and Zora Neale Hurston , the
anthropologist-folk-lorist with whom Hughes traveled in the deep South in the late s. This migration led to the
development of significant black communities in these cities.


